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Synopsis 

In this tudy we deal with an objective method of identifying the boundary between two contiguous EEG 

frequency band and the classification of EEG waves recorded from the telencephalon in carp. First, a paired t-test was 

carried out at 0.1 Hz intervals between the EEG-power obtained by fast Fourier transform at defined two epochs, and 

the t-files which con isted of t-values at the ordinate and frequencies at the ab cis a were made. ext, the t-values 

wer moothed by u ing a moving average, and frequencies with a t-value of zero were determined. From the zero

cro sing frequencies, telencephalic EEGs were cla ified into five frequency bands, 1.5-3.9, 4.0-6.9, 7.0-10.9, 11.0-16.9, 

and 17.0-30.0 Hz. 

Introduction tectum, 6-9 and 15-20 Hz for the cerebellum. The 

discrepancy b tween those studies in goldfish may 

There have been several reports on EEGs in re ult in the difference of experimental conditions, 

fi h 1'!II. In these studies, one or two dominant as pointed out by the latter author, such as EEG 

frequency ranges identified by vi ual in pection recording in a bipolar or monopolar lead and with 

were usually employed for the analysi of EEGs. or without anesthetic. However, it seems to be 

The dominant frequency range is variable with the due in part to the subjective identification of the 

fish pecies and brain region: 4-6 Hz for the frequency ranges by vi ual inspection. ing fast 

telencephalon, 8-13 and 14-32 Hz for the optic Fourier transform or linear prediction analysis, 

tectum 14-32 Hz for the m dulla oblongata in cod, tectal EEGs in carp, Cyprinus carpio, were 

Gadu calla1'ias II; 4-8 and 9-14 Hz for the classified into three contiguous frequency bands, 

telencephalon, 7-14 and 18-24 Hz for the optic 4-7, 8-13, and 14-25 Hz However, its ground for I. 

tectum, 25-35 and 120-180 Hz for the cerebellum determination of a beginning or end of the 

in goldfish, Cara iu auratu 2). In goldfish, the frequency band was obscure. 

other classification of dominant frequency ranges In fish, the telencephalon has been shown to be 

was proposed t": 6-8 and 16-24 Hz for the associated with olfaction, arousal responses, and 

telencephalon 6-9 and 16-24 Hz for the optic reproductive behavior 10.15), but the physiological 
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ignificance of t I nc phali EEG i till w1cIear. ana1yz d v ry 10 cond by fast Fourier 

Her ,w r p0l1 an obj ctiv m thod of id ntifying tran form and an av rag pow r pectrum wa 

th boundary b t\ n two contiguou fr qu ncy calculat d at yen particular period in ach 

band and th cIa ification of tel nc phalic EEG xp rim nt: at 0, 7 11 and 30 min during 30 min 

in carp. an th ia and at 17 30, and 60 min aft r 

an th ia in ca of M 222 or CO
2 

an th ia; at 

Materials and Methods 1 min interval during 60 min acute 

nvironm ntal chang and ub equ nt 30 min 

haY xamin d th ff ct of acut hang in p riod in ca of hypoxia hyp rth rmia, or 

nvironm ntal condition on t 1 nc phali EEG hypoth rmia. Th EEG data at th e period, uch 

r cord d in a bipolar I ad in arp ach \V ighing a th raw EEG way and av rage power 

about 500g 'hich \ r immobiliz d with d p tra haY b n hown in the report cit d 

tubo urarine chlorid und r a11ificial nti1ation lhol"'. abO\ . 

The EE data, which had b n tor d on xt a pair d t-t t \A, ith t n carp wa carried 

magn tic tap in carp ubj 222 out at 0.1 Hz interval between th EEG pow r at 

(tricain m than ulfonat) 110' or O~ an th ia Ii' t\\ 0 poch in ery combination with even 

hypoxia IN h p rth rmia I"" or hypoth rmia I'" and particular p riod 111 ach abov -m ntion d 

in th r p ti, control arp \V r u d in th xp rim nt. Th n t-\ a1u obtained by th pair d 

pr nt tudy. Th xp rim ntal proto 01 and t-t t" r hown a a t-fil wh r th po itive t

br ding condition w r drib d in th r port valu d not a d cr a in th EEG power and the 

cited abov . n gativ t-valu d not an increa e, with th t

Fir t I-min EEG igna1 without artifact w r valu at a I v 1of p < 0.0 regard d a ignificant. 
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In some t-files, a defined frequency range 

showed a pattern as a whole different from other 

frequency ranges. For example, as shown in Fig. 

la, most of the frequencies below about 7 Hz 

showed negative t-values, whereas most of those 

above 7 Hz showed positive t-values. We 

attempted to apply a smoothing technique by 

using the moving average to the t-file. The result 

is shown in Fig. la' which i smoothed using the 

moving average of 7 serial t-values. For reference, 

an original t-file and a smoothed t-file in the 

control carp are shown in Fig. 1b and Fig. 1b', 

respectively. 0 marked boundary was 

recognized in the smoothed control t-file, showing 

small negative or positive t-values. These result 

strongly suggest that about 7 Hz i a boundary 

between the two contiguous frequency bands. 

Therefore, to detect the other boundaries and 

determine an accurate frequency corresponding to 

the boundary, we made the 105 smoothed t-files 

obtained by using the moving average of 7 to 15 

serial t-values in every combination with ev n 

particular periods in each experiment. The 

number of serial t-values used for the moving 

average was determined 0 that all t-values of a 

defined frequency range in either side of a 

boundary showed a sign, positive or negative 

different from those of the other frequency range. 

We also made the smoothed t-file in the control 

carp obtained in the arne way as in the carp 

subjected to the above-mentioned treatment. 

Results and Discussion 

Five boundaries, about 1.5 Hz (Fig. 2a), about 4 

Hz (Fig. 2a,b), about 7 Hz (Fig. 2c), about 11 Hz 

(Fig. 2c,d), and about 17 Hz (Fig. 2d) could b 

detected. It should be noted that all of the five 

boundaries were generally detected in th 

smoothed t-file for each abov -mentioned 

experiment, and that the ambiguous boundaries, 

such a a boundary (Fig. 3a) like a bottom 

between two frequency ranges with th arne ign 

of negative or positive and a boundary (Fig. 3b) 

without the t-value above the ignificance level of 

p <0.05 in both sid s in an original t-file, were not 

taken into account, although ambiguous 

boundaries were usually recognized at imilar 

frequencie . In addition, no marked boundary 

could be found in the control t-files. The data 

concerning the five boundary frequencies are 

summariz d in Table 1. 

The analysis of EEGs has usually been 

performed by comparing two epoch , before 

external stimulu and a subsequent period during 

or after the stimulu . However, in this study, few 

boundaries could be detected by thi routine 

method. In mo t ca e , a defined frequency range 

demon trated an vident increa e or decrease in 

the EEG power, whil other frequency ranges 

remained unchanged. Thes howed a mall 

negative or positiv t-value in the t-file, or else all 

frequencie ranging from 0 to 30 Hz howed t

value with the arne ign, being either n gative or 

positive. Mo t of the boundarie wer found by 

comparing betwe n two defined period during 

environmental change, or between two defined 

periods during and after the change. In this 

context, w con idered that the t-file to bused 

for the present purpo e w r not re tricted to 

thos by compari on betw n th EEG power 

befor the xpo ure and at a ubsequent period, 

and that any two period could bused. Ev n if 

two contiguou fr qu ncy bands demon trated a 

similar pattern uch a an increa e in the EEG 

power during exposur and recovery to the initial 

level at a ub equent p riod, a boundary between 

the contiguous frequency bands might be detect d 

under the following condition: (1) after both bands 

increased in the EEG pow r at the first 

mea urement during expo ure, one fr quency 

band howed a furth r increa e while the oth r 

band conversely how d a decrea e, although 

continuing to how a higher pow r than that 

before expo ur when the second m a ur m nt 

wa taken during ub equent expo ure, or (2) 

b for both band w re restored to th initial level 

after expo ur one band transiently incr a ed 

while th oth r band gradually decreased without 

a tran ient incr as . Thi i probably b cause the 
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Fig. 2. moothed t-file howing compari on b t\\. en the EEG po\\'er at 30 and 60 min during 60 min 
hypoxia (a). comparison b tween the EEG power at 7 min during 30 min COt ane thesia and at 30 
min after ane the ia (b), compari on between the EEG power at 15 min during 60 min 
hypothermia and at 15 min after hypothermia (c), comparison bet\¥een the EEG po'" er at 15 min 
during 60 min hypothermia and at 15 min after hypothermia (d). Each arrow indicate a boundary 
bet\\'een t\vO frequenq band , The number of serial t-values used for the moving averag were 
11, 13, 13. and 11, re p ctively. 
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Fig. 3, moothed t-files howing compari on betwe n the EEG pO\·\'er at 30 min during M 222 
an sthe ia and at 17 min after anesthesia (a) and comparison bet\veen the EEG power at 17 and 
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band ,and ach bold arrow indicates an ambiguou boundar) which wa not regarded a a 
boundary. The two moothed t-fil \\' I' obtained by the moving average of 11 erial t-valu . 
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responses, whether an increase or decrease in 

EEG power compared with that before external 

stimuli, of five frequency bands to environmental 

changes used in this study were similar in quality, 

but different in time course, for example, recovery 

to the initial level with or without a transient 

change after external stimuli. Our method 

probably detects differences in the time course of 

responsiveness of two contiguous frequency 

bands. 

respiratory movement of about 3 Hz or below). 

The artifacts of relatively low frequency in this 

study were probably due to the use of a muscle 

relaxant. The maximum frequency could not be 

determined in this study, but an EEG component 

above 30 Hz was scarce in telencephalic EEGs in 

carp. 

Therefore, we propose the five frequency bands, 

1.5-3.9, 4.0-6.9, 7.0-10.9, 11.0-16.9, and 17.0-30.0 

Hz, in telencephalic EEGs in carp. As shown in 

Table 1. The classification of telencephalic EEGs in carp. 

Boundary frequency· in Hz 

(mean± OJ range n·· 

1.5±0.3 1.2-1.9 16 

4.1 ±0.4 3.3-4.8 13 

6.9±0.3 6.4-7.3 14 

10.8±0.8 9.8-11.9 8 

17.2±0.5 16.4-17.8 5 

o. 

Band 

Frequency range in Hz 

1.5-3.9 

2 4.0-6.9 

3 7.0-10.9 

11.0-16.9 

5 17.0-30.0 

•	 a minimum fr quency within a frequency band: when there are two 
bands of O·a Hz and b·30 Hz in both ides of a boundary, b Hz i 
shown as a boundary frequency because a boundary it elf ha no 
frequency. 

•• the number of each boundary found in the 105 moothed t·files. 

Generally, it is difficult to determine a minimum 

or maximum frequency of EEGs. Also, in fish 

EEGs as in human EEGs, the DC component or 

steady potentials usually below 2 Hz are known to 

change in response to external stimuli 20·231. 

Although about 1.5 Hz was regarded as a 

boundary in this study, it seems that the greater 

part of the component below 1.5 Hz resulted from 

artifacts produced by body movement or changing 

pressure of electrodes on the brain surface and 

was superimposed on an original frequency band 

of 0-3.9 Hz. Tectal EEG waves above 4 Hz were 

employed for identification of the frequency bands 

in restrained carp because of artifacts by 

Table 1, each boundary has some variations in 

frequency, indicating little significance of a 

decimal fraction in frequency. 

The identification of EEG frequency bands by 

visual inspection of the wave form or power 

spectrum is difficult because beginnings and ends 

of the frequency band can only obscurely be 

determined. Using the present method, five 

frequency bands of telencephalic EEGs in carp 

were detected objectively, but a great deal of data 

were required to detect each frequency band. A 

more convenient method would be necessary to 

classify the frequency bands of EEGs in other fi h 

species or brain regions. 
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要 約

本研究では､隣接する脳波の周波数帯域の境界部を客観的に同定する方法とコイ終脳脳波の分突削こついて報

告する.まず､任意の 2時期間において､高速7-リエ変換により求めた脳波のパワー値をOIHz毎にpaircd 

t-tesHこかけ､横軸に周波数そして縦軸にt値を示したC-flleを作成した｡次に､L値を移動平均によりスムージ

ングし､t値が t-file上で零点と交差する周波数を求めた｡零点交差周波数から､コイの終脳脳波を･-3種煩0)局

波数帯域(1539 .-.､701.､l.-69 703 , z.-.､4069 .-09 l0 1.､1 .-00H )に分類した｡ 
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